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With a significant increase in experimental sensitivity, we have observed an additional 281 KL~ pp
events after a background subtraction of 19 6 events. Normalizing this sample to the simultaneous
observation of the decay KL n+tt, we obtain the branching ratio B(KL pp) =[7.6+'0 5(stat).
~0.4(syst)]x10 9. Combining these data with our previously published sample containing 87 events

yields B(KLv pit) =(7.0+'0.5) x10

As one of the few measured processes exhibiting an
effective flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC), the de-
cay ECL pp has figured prominently in the development
of our understanding of the weak interaction, in particular
the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani mechanism [1]. Recent
theoretical work has emphasized how precise measure-

ments of this decay rate might restrict the parameters of
virtual particles in the decay diagram, most notably those
of the top quark. We have reported [2] our earlier mea-
surement of the branching ratio B(KL pp) = [5.8
~ 0.6(stat) + 0.4(syst)] x 10 . Another recent experi-
ment [3], at KEK, has found B(KL pp) [8.4
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FIG. 1. Plan view of the apparatus.

~ 1.1(stat only)] &&10 . In this paper, we report a fur-
ther measurement of the same quantity using a separate
data set with significantly greater statistics, as well as the
result for the combined data sets. We collected the new
data concurrently with our continuing search for the de-
cay KL pe at the Brookhaven Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS).

The imaginary part of the amplitude for KL pp is
dominated by the two-photon intermediate state, which
has been considered carefully in past years [4]. If the de-
cay were due entirely to this long-distance contribution,
the branching ratio would be expected to be 8 (KL~ pp) =1.20X10 &&8(KL,~ yy) =6.8X10 . The
strong theoretical expectation is that the introduction of
other amplitudes does not appreciably reduce this rate,
known as the unitarity bound.

Short-distance diagrams contributing to the real part of
the amplitude are calculable [5,6] in the standard model,
and become larger as the top-quark mass increases. As
precise measurements of the KI p p rate constrain the
size of the real part of the amplitude, under reasonable as-
sumptions they also constrain the top-quark mass or its
couplings [6].

The layout of the experiment, shown in Fig. 1, is opti-
mized for the detection of two-body decays of the KL,
namely, those to x+z, pp, pe, or ee It is w.ell suited
to the measurement of the ratio I (KL pp)/I (KL~ x+x ) because the ratio of the raw counting rates for
these two similar modes is subject to only minor (near uni-

ty) corrections for the differences in the response of the
apparatus to them. As described in more detail in previ-

ous publications [2,7], 24-GeV/c protons impinging on a
copper target created the secondary beam, which was col-
limated and swept free of charged particles in the 9.5 m
following the target. The resulting neutral beam had an
angular divergence of 4.1 mrad horizontally by 15 mrad
vertically, and contained neutrons and kaons in the ratio
of (18~ 6):1 as determined by beam studies. The neutral
particles traveled through an evacuated decay region
( (0.02 Torr) of 8.5 m length which terminated in a vac-
uum windo~, which was followed by helium bags.

The accepted decay products of kaons decaying in the
vacuum region emerged through separate windows and
traversed independent spectrometer arms on either side of
the neutral beam. Each spectrometer arm contained five
drift-chamber modules interspersed among two analyzing
magnets which permitted redundant measurements of
each track's momentum. Each module consisted of two x-
and two y-measuring planes, each with local position reso-
lution of 120 pm. (In the coordinate system referred to,
+y is up, +x is to beam left, and +z is the nominal neu-
tral beam direction. ) The regions between the chambers
were occupied by thin-walled helium bags to reduce mul-
tiple scattering and nuclear interactions.

Following the last drift chamber in each detector arm
were, in sequence, an x-y array of finely segmented
scintillation trigger counters, a threshold gas Cerenkov
counter, another trigger counter array, a lead-glass array
which included more scintillation counters, and then a
91-cm-thick iron wall to filter out (together with the lead
glass) all particles except muons above a momentum of
about 1.4 GeV/c. Finally, there were two muon detection
systems which were important for this analysis. The posi-
tion and time were measured using the muon hodoscope
consisting of segmented x- and y-measuring scintillation
counters. Muons then lost energy and, in most cases of in-
terest, stopped in the range finder [8] consisting of vertical
slabs of marble and aluminum. At thirteen z positions
corresponding to 10% momentum increments, there were
planes of x-y proportional tubes to measure the range of
the muons.

The level-1 minimum-bias trigger for two-track events
required a coincidence of signals from the first three
drift-chamber modules and the upstream and downstream
trigger counter hodoscopes in both detector arms. The
KL z+x normalization events, as well as some KI3
events (KL nev and KL xpv) needed for studies,
were in a sample of minimum-bias events prescaled in
hardware by 2000, and further prescaled off line by 3.
The level-1 Kq p p trigger was the minimum-bias
trigger in further coincidence with the muon hodoscopes
on each side.

After each level-1 trigger, Bash time-to-digital convert-
ers, analog-to-digital converters, and latches digitized [9]
the detector signals within 200 ns. Each event was read
out [10] into one of eight 3081/E processors [11] where
partial track reconstruction (using only the first three
drift-chamber modules) and event analysis were per-
formed. The processors calculated the two-body invariant
masses m~2 (m» and m, as appropriate) and the col-
linearity angle Op, defined to be the angle between the
two-track three-momentum sum and the line from the tar-
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get to the reconstructed kaon decay vertex. KL pp can-
didates were filtered by cuts on these quantities in the pro-
cessors and by tighter cuts on the same quantities off line,
while the KL ~ z+x candidates were cut only oA line on
the same quantities (thus allowing off-line monitoring of
these calculations and cuts). The net requirements for
both decays were 460~ mt' 550 MeV/c and Oir ~ 10
mrad. Although these cuts were not tight compared to the
resolution in these quantities, the efficiency of the off-line
cut on KL x+n events passing all other final analysis
cuts was only 64. 1%, mainly due to pattern recognition
difficulties stemming from the high rate of the first three
chamber modules. Detailed off-line studies of possible
differences between KL x+z and KL pp events
confirmed that the ratio of eSciencies of these two cuts
for the two modes was 1.00~0.01, as expected for two
such kinematically similar decay modes.

In the off-line analysis, the track-finding algorithm used
hits in the trigger scintillation counters and all drift
chambers to reconstruct tracks and the decay vertex. The
algorithm allowed up to two hits to be missing in each
view of each track. The masses and collinearity angles
were recalculated using the off-line tracks and an approxi-
mate momentum analysis, and further cuts applied:
470 ~ m i2 ~ 530 MeV/c and 8~ ~ 3.16 mrad.

Two different methods were then used to fit the track
hits using the full magnetic-field maps, recalculating the
choice of left-right ambiguity solution as necessary. The
first method calculated track orbits and momenta in the
upstream (front) and downstream (back) magnets sepa-
rately, and computed track g quantities [2,7] based on
the consistency of these results and their matching at the
third drift-chamber module. The second method fit the
hits in an entire spectrometer arm to a single track orbit.
In doing this, it minimized a g which accounted for the
expected correlations, due to multiple scattering, in depar-
tures of hits from ideal track orbits. It also calculated mo-
menta and orbits using each magnet separately, similar to
the first method. Both methods also constructed and cut
loosely on an additional g associated with the quality of
the two-track vertex. We carried out the full analysis us-
ing each fitting method separately. As the results had
negligible differences, we present here only the results us-
ing the second method.

Since the track g distributions for both methods
showed some disagreement between data and Monte Car-
lo simulation, the cuts on these quantities were kept rela-
tively loose. Studies of pion and muon tracks from K» de-

cays established that the relative loss of KL x+ir and
KL pp decays associated with our uncertain under-
standing of the g2 distribution leads to a systematic uncer-
tainty in the ratio of rates of less than 2%. To compensate
for the loose g cuts, we required that the momentum
measured with the front magnet (pr„„t) and momentum
ineasured with the back magnet (pb.„k) be close enough
such that (Pb„k —Prront)/[(Pb„k+Pr„„t)/2] ~ 0.05. The
distribution in this quantity is shown in Fig. 2 for each
data set with all other cuts imposed. The rms deviation of
a Gaussian distribution fit to the pion data is 0.0094. As a
function of track momentum, the fit Gaussian rms devia-
tion ranges from 0.0081 at 2 GeV/c to 0.011 at 6 GeV/c.
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FIG. 2. The relative back-front momentum difference (pb
pfront)/[(pbnok+pfront)/2], after all other cuts are made, for

(a) KP pp candidates and (b) KLO ir+z candidates.

To identify muons in the muon hodoscope, we required
consistency between the positions of the struck counters
and the positions expected from projections of the recon-
structed track orbits, between the times in the x- and y-
measuring counters, and between the muon-hodoscope
time and an event time determined by the trigger scintilla-
tors. These requirements were implemented by a single
cut on an overall muon-hodoscope confidence level which
included the momentum dependence of the distributions
of these differences.

The range-finder analysis employed a track-following
algorithm which found the deepest (most downstream) of
the series of struck proportional tubes consistent with the
candidate muon track. We required that the plane num-
ber (1-13)of the deepest associated struck tube minus the
plane number of the expected deepest tube (based on the
spectrometer momentum measurement) be greater than
or equal to —3.

The single-track efficiencies of the muon-hodoscope and
range-finder cuts were tabulated individually with samples
of minimum-bias tracks from K„i decays, as a function of
track momentum and, where appropriate, position. The
overall efficiency for a KL~ pp event to pass all off-line
muon identification cuts on both tracks was determined to
be 0.929 ~ 0.015 by appropriately weighting Monte Carlo
KL pp events by the probability that the tracks passed
the cuts. The two detectors contributed factors of approx-
imately 0.95 and 0.98, respectively. In addition, the prob-
ability that an event satisfied the level-1 hardware pp
trigger, given that it passed off-line muon cuts, was mea-
sured to be 0.984+'0.002 using a large sample of K„i
events (from minimum bias triggers) where the pion de-
cayed to a second muon. The total probability e» that
a KL pp event. satisfied trigger and off-line muon
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identification criteria was thus 0.914 0.015.
We made additional cuts, with little loss, to ensure that

events were contained in the vacuum decay volume and
detector. Events with reconstructed vertex z &9.75 m
were eliminated to reject backgrounds from decays within
the field of the last sweeping magnet and particles from
interactions with the collimators. We also eliminated
events with tracks that passed too close to magnet iron or
the vacuum window fiange. Tracks were also required to
be above 1.5 GeV/c to eliminate kinematic regions with
very low acceptance. Because of the kinematic similarity
of KL pp and KL x+ir decays, the effect of these
additional cuts on the relative efficiency was negligible
( & 0.5%).

Figure 3(a) is a scatter plot of Hx vs m» for events
passing all the selection criteria. There are 300 events (in-
cluding background) in the signal region: (m» —mx, I

«6 MeV/c and Hx «2X 10 . Figure 3(b) is the pro-
jection onto the mass axis of events with Hlr ~ 2x10
We have estimated the background by studying various
regions of the scatter plot, in particular the region in the
same mass window but with 8$ )2.0X10, and with
muon identification cuts varied. These events are nearly
uniformly distributed in Hx, with a departure from unifor-
mity consistent with Monte Carlo simulations of the decay
KL zev where both particles are misidentified as
muons. (Most of these events have signals in the
electron-identifying detectors which were not used in this
analysis. ) Extrapolating into the signal region from 14
events with 2.0X 10 & Hx & 4.0X 10, we estimate
19~6 background events. Hence the number of signal
events is N» 281 ~ 18.

The Kq ++z normalization events are selected with
identical cuts except that no particle-identification cuts

are made. As a consequence, there is background on the
plot of m for these events, shown in Fig. 4. The shape of
this background is reproduced well by a Monte Carlo
simulation of K~3 events where both particles are analyzed
as pions. We adjust the scale of the background curve to
obtain agreement with the data on the number of events
outside the Kl n+x signal region (events with 475
~m, &488 MeV/c plus events with 508~m, &525
MeV/c ), and then use it to estimate the number of
background events under the peak. The result is N

15795+'167 events, where the uncertainty includes
contributions from the background subtraction and sta-
tistical fiuctuation of the signal. N includes the small
effect of event-by-event weights which account for the
probability that the parent neutral kaon was a KLa (as a
function of proper time of decay). (For high-momentum
kaons which decay at low z, there is some contamination
from the Kg and interference terms in the state function. )
The net effect of these weights is to lower the value of N
by 1.6% from the unweighted value to the value above.

The adjustment in the scale of the background simula-
tion in Fig. 4 results in a difference of only 4% from the
expectation based on known branching ratios of KI3 and
KL z+z decays, providing a consistency check of our
normalization. As a further check of our methods, includ-
ing muon identification, we have measured the rate of K„3
vs KL x+z over a wider range of mass and collineari-
ty, and find a value only 2% higher than the Particle Data
Group [12] average.

We compute the branching ratio for Kq pp from the
world-average branching ratio [12] for KL
[(2.03~0.04)x 10 ] and our result for N»/N„„cor-
rected for differences between the decays:

8(K pp) =B(K + )
6000 x N Auu

CVn
C3

E
CV

l' ~,~

~ I

where 6000 is the net prescale factor for minimum-bias
events, and A,/A» =1.185+'0.013 is the relative accep-
tance of xn and pp events as determined by Monte Carlo
simulation with full event reconstruction. The accep-
tances for KL pp and KL x+ir decays differ due to
the difference in Q value and the decays of some of the
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FIG. 3. For the final KLO pp candidate sample, (a) scatter
plot of g vs m» and (b) histogram of m» for events with
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FIG. 4. The m spectrum for events in the final-event sample
with 8$ ~2X IO 6. The line is the prescaled minimum-bias
data and the points are the Monte Carlo simulation of the back-
ground.
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pions. The factor e„accounts for the loss of KL tr+tr
events due to pion-nucleon interactions in the spectrome-
ter, estimated to be 0.97~0.01. Combining the above
numbers yields

8(K ~ p+p ) (7.6 ~ 0.5+'0.4) x 10

The errors are statistical and systematic, respectively.
The systematic error includes the effect of changes in the
result due to reasonable variations in all cuts.

%"hile this result is somewhat higher than the value
computed from our previous data set [2], we have found
no significant corrections to the previous analysis. %'e
combine the results from the two data sets by constructing
a likelihood function for each data set, and maximizing
the product of the two likelihood functions. In construct-
ing the likelihood function for each data set, we assume
Poisson probability functions for the number of ECI pp
events and Gaussian probability density functions for sys-
tematic uncertainties. Correlated uncertainties (such as
the KL~ tt+tt branching ratio) are withheld from the
likelihood functions and added in quadrature to the uncer-

tainties obtained from the likelihood method. We obtain

8(KL p+p ) (70 ~ 05) x 10

as the combined result from our two data sets. The uncer-
tainty contains the combined eff'ects of statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties, which are approximately 0.4x 10
and 0.3 x 10, respectively. Our central value for
8(KL p+p ) is less than one-half standard deviation
above the unitarity bound.
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